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ABSTRACT 

Superconducting Super Collider dipole coils must be produced to high 
precision to ensure uniform prestress and even conductor distribution within 
the collared coil assembly. Tooling is being prepared at Fermilab for the 
production of high precision 1M and 16.6M SSC dipole coils suitable for mass 
production. The design and construction method3 builds on the Tevatron 
tooling and production experience. Details of the design and constructiOn 
methods and measured coil uniformity of 1M coils will be presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Superconducting Super Collider will require approximately 8,000 
dipole magnets 16.6M in length. Each magnet will have two inner and two 
outer coil assemblies. Each coil assembly must be made to exacting 
tolerances. Of primary concern is the cross sectional uniformity of 
individual conductor placement within the magnet assembly along its full 
length. In application, the coils are paired and assembled using laminated 
stainless steel clamping collars. The collars serve to compress or prestress 
the coils 30 as to resist the magnetic forces which act on the coil when 
energized. Redistribution of conductor placement within the coil from its 
specified design results in undesirable multipole fields. Variations in 
prestress which contribute to conductor placement errors have other 
undesirable effects. Areas of low prestress can allow conductor motion 
resulting in coil heating and subsequent quenching of the magnet below it.? 
,iesign load. Areas of overly high prestress hasten the breakdown of the 
insulation system which can result in turn to turn coil shorting and magnet 
failure (Figure 1). 

The coils are composite structure3 and a3 such each constituent is a 
possible contributor to coil conductor placement and size variations. The 
term size is always tied to a specific load. The prestress for the SSC will 



range from approximately 8 KTSI to 12 KPSI*. The constituents are the 2 
superconducting cable, the superconducting strands ‘within the cable, the 
insulation; kapton and B-stage epoxy impregnated fiberglass tape (Figure 2). 
the epoxy in the fiberglass tape and the copper wedges as well as the 
application of the insulation onto the cable and ,wedges. All of these items 
require stringent quality control. In any event there is little the coil 
fabricator can do about them except follow criteria for accepting or 
-ejecting their use in fabricating the coil. The burden on the coil 
fabricator is to assemble these components in a way which produces coils a3 
good as the constiuents allow ,without. adding variations. This burden is 
manifested in the tooling and procedures used in making the coils. 

The coil production sequence for making coils is straight forward. The 
steps are not complex. What is important is the design and quality of the 
tooling and rigid conformance to procedures. Figure 3 illustrates the 
process. 

Figure 1. SSC Dipole - Collared Coil Cross Section 

,*_The prestress range will be 'established from SSC Research and Development 
program. I 
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Figure 2. Coil Components 

Figure 3. Coil Production Process Sequence 

LAMINATED TOOLING 

The Technical Support Group at Fermilab has designed and is in the 
process of assembling 16.6M tooling for winding and curing SSC C358D cross 
section coils. One meter tooling of like design has been completed and is 
starting to be used to produce a series oP 1M coil for purposes of coil-end 
development' and the evalilation of the tooling itself. The tooling under 
construction is an outgrowth of our experience in the production of more than 
.I.OOO~magnets which are now in operation at Fermilab's accelerator, the 
Tevatron. 



‘??!t! ‘.9oiinq :sei1 in forming zhe :?oil ztr!xt'::re Is .i (closed cavity aold 
-with :he coil .xinoing :nandr?l ,sssembiy being :he male oorticn xvi the forming 
qold being the female sortion. The insulated :cable ilong with ,xedges and end 
components are 'Mound onto the mandrel SC constant tension, aac'ured, .and 
fitteo to the noid :oavity. The cavit;r formed is .3 Long semi-qylinaer of 
linensions equivalent LO the "313 collarea" c!oil size. 3uring the development 
,of '.he Tevatron tooling, 'de found it sas 'Jery .liff'icult to prgauce long 
tooiing 'which satisfied the .xniform cro3s section critaria. 3ur most 
fruscr3tir.g ynb13.m :das trying 73 achieve the required dimensional accuracy 
,of :he .:ompiex tocLing shapes, a :zomoination of radii and angles. Short 
cooling, !: foot‘! ::ouid be produced, ,mwever long :aoling with the Same 
:limensional requirements 3x eeded convention machining 2apabilitie3. 
Compounding the problem 'xas the requirement for many 3ets of identical 
tooling necessary to achieve the required coil production throughput. 
3esides the cross section probiems, the tooling had to be massive 50 as not 
to listort the mold cavity during the high pressure noiding process. This 
resuited in moid I‘isrms ;iith high longitudinal stiffness. The stiffness 
Imposed 3tringent flatness ind strlightnesa tolerances on both the tOOiing 
Ind The yeasea ,whi'zn closed the mold. Our solution iras to use stacks of 
3teei laminations for the tooling. The laminations could be scamped to high 
prec:sion iiit:h piece part3 of nearly identi-a1 size. 'With :ani.nacions 'de 
2oLiid 3rea:e nul:iIle tooling ;ihich iias identical. Since t;he tooling 'da3 now 
i stick 32 Lam: -na::'3ns, longit.udlnaL stiffness 'became nil, therefore, the 
tooling ;:o:ilci easily compiy to pr'233 plaiten irreg"iarities. 

The SSC tooling Fermilab is producing 23e3 the lamination theme. 
Conventional machining methods ,are iimi ted to precision items ijhich have 
simple, easily machined geometries such as rectang:ular bars. Tooling 
component3 'which involve radii and angies that are not ?raCtiCal for 
laminating are made ,using computer controlled electrical discharge ,dire 
,:'Jtting machining (ZOU)2 nethods. 

Fi3ure 4 illust- at?3 the oluter coil xindLng nandrei assembly. The 
xinding key is an :%I part. The c>urved portion of the mandrel is made of 
st,acked iaminations. A conventionally machined strongback carries the 
laminations. Figure j illustrates the Same mandrel with the coil wound on 
it, packaged and ready to install in the form mold. The sizing bars are used 
to define the azimuthal cavity and are ground-bar stock. The sheet metal 
retainer serves to retain the coil to the mandrel and provide a smooth 
surface for the outer radius of the coil. Figure 6 illustrates the mold 
assembiy. The body of the mold is stacked laminations tied together with 
full length tie rods. Full length tubes are installed in six place3 to 
provide for heating and cooling the mold. The tubes, low-carbon steel, are 
nominally .010" smaller in diameter than the lamination hole. Once 
installed, the tubes are expanded using ball swagging. aall swagging is a 
process where a hard steel ball is forced through the tube using hydraulic 
press:xe. As the ball progre3se3, the tube yields. The ball is sized to 
give intimate contact of the t_tbe and the lamination provi'ding a good thermo 
connection. The t-be3 are terminated at manifold3 on each end for connection 
to a fluid heating/cooling system. Spring loaded roller assemblies are 
bolted to the 'IT" ways on the sides of the laminations and allow transport of 
the mold into the press following a gluide rail. The ground steel bars 
fastened to the mold top are provided as an adjilstable interface with the 
upper press platten. These bars can be shimmed to fine tune the azimuthal 
cavity size if required. The laminations are 1050 spheroidize annealed Steel 
throughout. We uotild have preferred laminations produced by the fine- 
blanking' process for reasons of accuracy and edge finish but because of 
schedule demands opted for compound die stamped laminations with shaved edges 
at critical areas. All other steel components are 4150 HT alloy steel. 

i 
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Figure 4. Outer Winding Mandrel and Winding Key Assembly - Length = 56’ 
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Figure 5. Packaged Outer Coil Ready to Install in Mold ., 
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Eig~ure 6. Laminated Outer Coil Nold Assembly - Length = 56’ 

Assembly of the laminated tooling has its oun unique problems. 
Regardless of the accuracy of the lamination there is bound to be asymmetries 
in the lamination features. These asymmetries preclude flipping the 
lamination because the overlap of asymmetric features would effectively 
change the critical mold feature dimensions. To guard against accidental 
flipping, witness notches are provided in the stamping die. Because the 
laminations are not perfectly parallel, stacking can result in fanning of the 
stack. To avoid this, the coil material is measured before stamping and 
equal quantities of laminations are stamped with opposite sheet taper. 
Laminations of opposite but equal taper are then stacked alternately to avoid 
fanning. Before stacking can start the laminations mitst be deburred and 
cleaned. The stacking is done in stages. First a stack of approximately 6’ 
length is made. Stacking pressure is approximately 300 psi. During this 
initial stack up, corrections are made to keep end to eniarallelism to 
within .015” over 10”. This is accomplished by the removal and replacements 
of a few laminations with appropriate taper. If the stack calls for a series 
of notched laminations at some interval (molds), it is accomplished at this 
point. Once the stack is deemed acceptable 1 ‘t is unstacked and reassembled 
in the same order with alignment pins installed. The alignment pins, 2” long 
roll pins, assure lamination to lamination alignment without the need for 
elaborate and extremely precise stacking surfaces. The completed 6’ 
assemblies are then joined, using the roll pins, to form an uninterrupted 
staclc of laminations. End plates are added and tie rods inserted to retain 
the stack. The coils have no straightness requirement, therefore, the 
tooling need be only straight enough to affect engagement. It should be 
noted that nothing in the tooling assembly process is allowed which would 
compromise the integrity of the laminated tooling’s main attributes, i.e. 
uniPormity and compliance. For this reason welding and or secondary 
machining OP the assembly is not allowed. The design tolerance for the 
components allows a closed cavity mold accuracy oP: radial unipormity of 2 
.0015” and azimuthal uniformity of 2 -002” along the Pull length. 



APPLTCATZON 

The process steps for utilization of the tooling is depicted in FigUre 7. 
Yhe tooling rs designed to wor’k. in i txo-stage press; i.e. the press must 
provide independent loading ,againS;. -he mandrel ,a.nd the siz:ng ‘5~s. The 
intent net-P IS to define the radial -avic;r before loading the ::oii 
azimuthally. The purpose Ls to icillwe Setter ,conductor piacement >y not 
iiiowinq :;he ,:abie to cable radial intrrfzce t3 locK~(p through :*ricL.iOfl 
befor- ~~disl placement is achieved. ‘lgwo ‘; shows the applications sf ihe 
:onds :x-:n~ mlding process. 
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Figure 7. Coil Fabrication Process 
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Figilre 8. Coil Molding Cycle 
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CURING PRESS 

The curing press under constrnction is shown in Figure 9. The press 
capacity is 3,333 :bs/in against the mandrel and 18.889 :bs/in against both 
sizing bars. The geometric design constraints on -he press require that the 
plactens’ longitudinal flatness be $ .901” between hydraulic cylinders and < 
,001” at any transverse section under f,xll ioad. The Dress vi11 be fitted - 
uiCh load cells and i7DT’s at,liJ” increments on both sides of the coil to 
enable measurement of stress and strain of the coil in the press dilring .and 
after the mold cycie. Outouts iii11 be recorded .by 3 computer operated data 
acquisition system. The hidraulic and heating/cooling 3yStem Will be 
controlled by the same computer.’ 
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Figure 9. Coil Molding Press - Length of Press = 60’ + 60’ for Staging Table 



;?8OGRESS TO DATE 

The I!1 tooling has been completed and Is currently in -1se. The long 9 
?6.6M tooling is under construction uith completion scneduled For ‘larcn :Y8Y. 
The iM tooling ‘Jtilizes existing Tsvatron coil presses modified to provide 
the required :uo-stage loading. iJe have made Four test coils of the SSC NC9 
~:ross section. Coil measurements are being compiled. -\t ?ermilab another 
:nagnet program is Ln progress to produce a series of low Seta quadr,-Ipole 
m.ignets tar d new detector instal:ation. Tooling ised in the ;uadr~lpola 

2rogram is Idencioai in design, function and materials 3s the SSC tooling, 
the only exception being ccoil crcxs section and cable ;ina insulation :ype. 
Ftgure 10 piots the measurements of Lwelw (12) coils prodiiced from this 
tooling. 
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Figure 10. Size Distribution of 12 Coils at 6,857 PSI 
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